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In this paper, we propose a full pipeline of analysis of a large corpus about a century of public meeting in 
historical Australian news papers, from construction to visual exploration. The corpus construction method is 
based on image processing and OCR. We digitize and transcribe texts of the specific topic of public meeting. 
Experiments show that our proposed method achieves a F-score of 71.5% for corpus construction. As a result, 
we built a content search tool for temporal and semantic content analysis. 
 

1．Introduction 

Large-scale text corpora are essential for natural 
language processing. Most existing corpora are 
created from text that has already been digitized. 
For instance, the benchmark syntactic parsing 
dataset Penn Treebank [1] is created by labelling 
part-of-speech tags and syntactic information on 
the digitized text from the Wall Street Journal 
newspapers. The parallel corpus Europarl [2] 
that has been used for the machine translation 
shared task workshop WMT, is created by 
aligning parallel sentences from the digitized 
multilingual European Parliament data. 
 In various fields including literature and 
humanities, many materials to be studied are not 
digitized, which are stored in a physical medium 
such as paper or just scanned but not transcribed 
into text. By digitizing and transcribing such 
materials into text, and structuring them via 
extracting specific topics, we can apply many 
natural language processing techniques to 
analyzing them automatically.  
 In research fields such as literature, digitization, 
text transcript and structure can significantly 
increase the value of the original materials. 
 In this paper, we work on the historical 
newspaper database Trove1 (Trove covers major 
Australian daily newspapers and local 
newspapers). We propose a corpus construction 
method based on image processing and OCR, 
which achieves a high F-score of 71.5%.  
 We first identify the rule lines in newspaper 
images and trim the images into newspaper 
articles. Next, we apply Optical Character 
Recognition (OCR) to the trimmed articles, and 
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extract the articles with specific topic words. 
Evaluation conducted on manually annotated 
golden data indicates that the proposed method 
can extract 14.9% more articles without excess 
and deficiency, compared to a baseline that is 
based on linguistic features extracted from 
beginning and ending sentences of articles.  
 We extract articles about the specific topic of 
public meeting 2 , which covers 120 years 
spanning from 19th to 20th centuries. As a result, 
we develop a tool for content delivery so that we 
can search and visualize the content of the public 
meeting articles in semantics and time. Although 
the proposed method is focused on newspaper 
data, it is independent from periods and 
languages and thus can be applied to the corpus 
construction for historical newspaper data other 
than Trove. 

2．Corpus Construction 

The overview of our proposed corpus 
construction method is shown in Figure 1. We 
first identify the rule lines in newspaper images, 
and then trim the rule lines to extract images for 
articles. Next, we apply OCR to the extracted 
article images to extract text for the articles. 
Finally, we filter the articles with a query phrase 
to filter the articles and thus extract only the 
target articles that we are interested. 

2.1．Trimming 

We use OpenCV3 for identifying the rule lines in 
newspaper images and trimming. Firstly, we 
binarize the newspaper images using the method 
proposed by Ohtsu [3]. The binarization method 
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transfers grayscale images to white-black images 
by calculating the threshold that maximizes the 
separation degree from the histogram of picture 
element numbers. Next, we apply the contour 
tracking processing algorithm of Suzuki [4] to 
extract the contours from the binarized images. In 
order to identify the contours, this algorithm 
calculates the boundary of the binarized images 
and sequentially detects the pixels that are the 
contour counterclockwise. Areas with a height 
above a threshold and a width below a threshold is 
identified as a column, and areas with a width 
above a threshold and a height below a threshold is 
identified as an article split in the newspaper image. 
The thresholds are tuned manually. We can finally 
trim the article images accordingly. There are small 
columns in articles as the blue lines shown in 
Figure 1. To deal with this, we propose the 
following method to determine the vertically split 
column. Firstly, we trim the column with the x 
coordinate (horizontal direction) value. We then 
compare the minimum and maximum y coordinate 
(vertical direction) values with the newspaper 
coordinate value. If the difference is above a 
predefined threshold, we determine it as a small 
column and do not use it for trimming.  

2.2．OCR 
OCR is generally performed following the 
procedures of character delimiter recognition, size 
normalization, feature extraction, and classification. 
Google open-sources the OCR method Tesseract 
[5], which achieves 98.4% and 97.4% on 
newspaper articles in character and word level, 
respectively. However, after comparing the OCR 

accuracy of Google Drive1with Tesseract, we find 
that Google Drive works better. Therefore, we use 
the OCR function of Google Drive for extracting 
text from the article images. 

2.3．Filtering 
We filter the OCRed articles that are not our target 
with a query phrase, leaving the target articles to be 
extracted. In order to allow the error of character 
recognition by OCR, we define similarities in 
character level. We use the Python difflib module 
SequenceMatcher2 for calculating similarities. In 
SequenceMatcher, the similarities between a 
character string pair is defined as: 
 
    𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 = (2.0 ∗ 𝑀)/𝑇 
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2 https://docs.python.jp/3/library/difflib.html 
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Figure 1 Overview of the corpus construction method. 

Figure 2 Line number distribution  
of the golden article data. 
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where M is the number of matched characters and T 
is the sum of character numbers in the character 
string pair. 
We get word n-grams from the articles according  

to the number of words in the query character string. 
We then calculate the similarity between the  

n-gram and query character string, and take the 
articles with the highest similarity above a 
threshold as the target article. The threshold is 
tuned on a development set, which shows the 
highest F1-score. 

3. Experiments 

3.1 Data 
 We used the newspaper image data crawled from 
Trove1,  and the targeted articles were the ones 
containing the key phrase “public meeting”. Trove 
is an online library database service maintained by 
the Australian government. We searched the key 
phrase “public meeting” on Trove to get the 
newspaper IDs. Next we obtained the newspaper 
pdf data through the API provided by Trove with 
the newspaper IDs. As OpenCV cannot handle pdf 
files, we converted the newspaper pdf data to PNG 
with ImageMagick2. 
In our experiments, we manually extracted 307 

articles about “public meeting” spanning from 
1838 to 1954, and split them into 149 and 158 
articles for development and testing, respectively. 
Figure [2] shows the line number distribution of 
the golden data used for our evaluation. 

3.2 Comparison 
We compared the following methods in our 

experiments: 
• Baseline: We compared a baseline method, 

that is based on text features to identify 
articles directly from the OCRed text provided 
by the Trove website. The baseline method 
extracts features from the beginning and 
ending sentences of articles for article 
identification. The features are as follows: 
- Beginning sentence: Take 2 sentences 

before the sentence that contains “public 
meeting”. 

-  Ending sentence: We first apply name 
entity recognition using the Stanford 
parser 3 . Then we take the sentence 
containing LOCATION, DATE, 
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PERSON tags, but the following 
sentence that does not contain these tags 
as the ending sentence. 

•  Proposed: This is our proposed method 
presented in Section 2. 

• Baseline+Proposed: Use our proposed method 
for articles which the baseline model fail to 
extract because the end sentence 
corresponding to the start sentence is not 
found. 

3.3 Parameter Tuning 
 To tune the thresholds for the rule line and small 
column identification described in Section 2.1, we    
used the newspaper data spanned in one month and 
determined the thresholds empirically. For the 
threshold used for filtering as described in Section 
2.3, we tuned it on the development data and chose 

Method Precision Recall F1-score 
Baseline 76.1 56.3 64.7 
Proposed 59.4 51.9 55.4 
Baseline+Proposed 56.4 97.5 71.5 

Figure 3 Line level evaluation results (beginning line). 

Figure 4 Line level evaluation results (ending line). 

Table 1 Article extraction evaluation results. 
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the one achieving the highest F1-score. We tuned 
the threshold from 0 to 1 with an increment of 0.05, 
and it turned that 0.8 was the best and thus we used 
the threshold of 0.8 for filtering. 

3.4 Evaluation Methods 
In our experiments, we conducted article level 
evaluation to evaluate if the articles are 
successfully extracted. In addition, we also 
conducted line level evaluation to evaluate the 
accuracy for article extraction. These two 
evaluation methods are described as follows: 
 
Article level evaluation method 
We calculated the similarity following Equation 1 
between the sentences containing the keyword 
“public meeting” in the extracted article and 
golden article, respectively. If the similarity is 
higher than a threshold then the extraction is 
evaluated as success, otherwise it is failure. The 
threshold was empirically determined to be 0.6. 
Then we calculated the precision, recall, and 
F1-score for the baseline and proposed method. 
 
Line level evaluation method 
We compared the beginning and ending lines of 
the extracted articles to the golden articles to 
investigate the difference. Then we calculated the 
ratio of excess and deficiency lines between the 
extracted and golden articles. 

3.5 Results 
Article level evaluation 
Table 1 shows the results for article level 
evaluation. 

We can see that Baseline has a higher F1-score 
than Proposed. The reason for this is that Baseline 
uses the feature of a sentence that includes ``public 
meeting'' when getting the first lines of the article, 
and thus the sentence used for article level 
evaluation is extracted. However, there are still 
some failures in the extraction of Baseline. This is 
because firstly there can be multiple public 
meeting articles in a newspaper image, secondly 
there are OCR errors about the keyword ``public 
meeting.'' 

After combing our proposed method with the 
baseline method, the article extraction results are 
improved. 
Line level evaluation 

Figures 3 and 4 show the line level evaluation 
results for the beginning and ending lines, 
respectively. The horizontal axis represents the gap 
ratio of the number of the excess and deficiency 
lines against the entire number of lines in an article. 

The vertical axis represents the number of articles. 
We can see that on both the beginning and ending 
lines, Proposed extracted significantly more 
articles without excess and deficiency than 
Baseline. In addition, for the case of articles 
without excess and deficiency in both the 
beginning and ending lines, Baseline only 
successfully extracted 5 (3.1%) articles but 
Proposed extracted 19 (18.0%) articles. Therefore, 
we can say that the proposed method that uses 
visual features to identify the article split, is more 
effective for extraction articles with specific topics. 

3.3 Discussion 
Figure 5 (left) shows an example of an article that 

failed to be extracted. The ``public meeting'' area 
surrounded by the red rectangle in the image was 
incorrectly recognized as “Pohlle Meeling” by 
OCR. Therefore this article was not identified as a 
target article during filtering and thus failed to be 
extracted. This happens because the resolution of 
this newspaper article was lower than others, and 
thus OCR failed. Among all the test data, 8.1% of 
the articles were failed to be extracted due to OCR 
errors. 

Figure 5 (right) shows an example of an article 
that was successfully extracted but with some 

Figure 5 Article extraction examples 

Figure 6 The average of the Line level evaluation  
results in each year. 
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excess. We can see that the trimmed newspaper 
image contains not only a target article but also an 
article that is not our target. The reason for this is 
that the ruled line has been cut off in the middle, 
which makes the identification of the article split 
fail, leading to the improper trimming. Among all 
the test data, 26.7% of the articles were 
successfully extracted but with some excess like 
this example. 

There were also extracted articles with some 
deficiency compared to the golden articles. One 
reason for this is that the trimming algorithm 
treated some paragraph splits as article splits. 
There is 8.1% of this type of error among the test 
data. In addition, the proposed method cannot deal 
with an article spanning multiple columns, making 
this type of article being split into multiple articles. 
There is 1.9% of this type of error among the test 
data. 

Figure 6 shows the average of the Line level 
evaluation results in each year (divided from 1838 
to 1954 every 10 years). We can see that the 
average of gap ratio is large from 1928 to 1938 in 
all methods. This is because, as newspapers are 
new, the variation of advertising design increases 
(like Figure 7) and the accuracy of our trimming 
method decreases. 

4 Content Delivery 
Using the “Baseline+Proposed” method, we 

extracted 269,044 public meeting articles spanning 
from 1838 to 1954 from Trove. To provide 
exploration of the content, we extended the search 
engine Visual Cloud [6] so it may support a much 
larger number of documents to search. We extract 
name entities from each article using Stanford 
CoreNLP1. Each article represents then a document 
which is indexed by its list of named entities. 
The Visual Cloud provides a full search engine, 
with an interactive timeline and tag cloud, as 
illustrated in Figure 6: upon a query, here 
“meeting”, the results are placed on a timeline, a 
word cloud describes the semantic content of the 
search results, and individual access to each result 
is possible.  

5 Conclusion 
In this paper, we constructed a corpus of public 
meeting articles via image processing and OCR.  

Experiments conducted on the newspaper data 
from Trove indicated that we can successfully 
extract 97.5% of the targeted articles and 18.0% of 
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the extracted articles are without excess and 
deficiency. 

We further enabled content delivery of the public 
meeting articles through search and visualization. 
In the future, we plan to apply and verify our 
methods to historical materials in other fields.  

This work was supported by JSPS Kakenhi 
19H01330. 

National Library of Australia http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-page3213334
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days ,out he had a serious heart at

tadk, ahd on the third day he dide and
was buried at sea.

Precisely the same fate befell a Scots
lady, Miss Agnes Grey, who had sailed

from Liverpdol to claim a large fortune

left her by a relative in Mexico. She

also wyas warned by her doctor that

she was not to'travel. It is a cu

rious colncidenco that she also was a

passenger on the St. Paul.

With his last breath the miser, Maxl

milian Hershel, tried to whisper to his

adopted daughter Bella the secret of

where he had left his money, but death

cut short the words explaining the

whereabouts of his fortune, which was

known to exceed £200,000.

After his death a will was found,
leaving'

everything to. the adopted

daughtei, but giving no details of where

the money was. The girl spent years

and every penny she possessed in a

search for the money, but never suc

ceeded in finding it. In the end she

died a pauper, the unfortunate victim

of her lost legacy.

You cannot claim a legacy without

giving your real name and submit

ting to certain legal formalities. An

ltalial woman, a cook named Teresa

Tirone, was informed that a relative

in France liad' died and that she Was

next heir to a fortune of some £14,000.
She borrowed enough to pay her fare

to Lyons, and successfully claimed her

money. Then she rashly allowed her

selft

to be interviewed by a reporter,

=her photograph was published.

A detective, happening to see the

photograph, put on his thinking cap,
and presently turned up the police

records.
Hp' found that the woman

1had been.''s&nterlce. to two im

prtsonmelhdt some eorlisr, but had
forfelted her bail.' So' before enjoy

Ing
her legacy Teresa had to serve

0her sentence.

Legacies are' sometimes accompanied

by conditions unpleasant to the legs

tee. In a. recent case a poor London

woman was left a house, with
the'

pro

that a man and his wife should be

allowed td remain on in two rooms,1

feht free.

The- legatee herself went to live in

Ithe house, but found that she could

t not get on with the tenants. She of

Sfered to buy them out, but the man

rscornfully refused to move. Matters
rwent from had to worse, and in

the end the unfortunate woman poi

s
soned herself with spirits of ammonia,

0 and died.

HISTORICAL DISCOVERY
a

MYSORE'S BURIED CITY

Recent excavations in -Mysore, a land
of exceptional archaeological interest, 11

promise to throw a flood of light on the
little known chapters of history (re

ports the Bangalore correspondent to

the,.Allahahad "Pioneer Mail.")

The Archaeological Department of

Mysore conducted some excavation

work during last summer near Chit

aldroog, in the north of the state, on

the strength of certain information

they had gathered about twenty years

ago at the instance of Sir John Mar

shall, as to the existepce of an anci

ent and perhaps flourishing town at I

the spot.
tlProfessor 1I. H. Krishna Iyengar, the

present Director of Achaeology, who I

vas -in charge of the work, first took a'

general survey of the Hulegondl Valley I

hugging the Chitraldurga range of hills,

just about two miles from the town of

Chitaldroog, and was able to discover

numerous indications such as coihs, in

scriptions, temples, and caves, all po nt

Ing't, the-extstenceof a township there

days of bhe Chalukya and

inrthe '11th-and 12th

centurles A.D.

Trddltions.has it-that there flourished
a ),eautifuL ctty:called.Chandravalli

here

anil that name has been adopted at

present for the locality. Near the site

Ivas found a fragmentary rock inscrlp

tion in Brahml characters mentioning

the name
of. Mayura Sharman,

..

the

founder of the Kadamba dynasty, which

is said to have existed about the

fifth century after Christ.

But by far the most interesting re

velations lay yet buried. The excava

tions

ir?

some places showed the exist

ence of a very prosperous town of the

period, corresponding to

the early centuries of the Christian era.

One the pits is stated to show 1 :-xe

clear subi-layefs intdlcating the existence

of a long-lived town between the sec

ond centu y B:C. and-the.third-century

Evidence obtained from the finds

seem to give archaeologists scope for

inferring that-thern should have exist

ed a fairly good trading centre flourish

lng In-the'iron trade.and.keeping trade

relations with far off Rome and China.

Below this they seemed to have found

a red gravel. depodit of about two feet
--sign of the lapse of a long interval -

under which was a stone structure 1.:e

a fireplace ilnthe vicinity of which they
were able to gather rattle bones, polish

rd- pottery; and'a-lump of irbn dross,
the that the finds ob
tafined pould pot go.back to the Stone

The e·rliest traces of human habi

in, the
however,'

seem to

take uis back to the Neolithic period. A

number of stoe weapons and imple

ments that have been dug up in vari

ous spots in this area all pbint to this

qoncluslon, Fromn excavations made so

tier they have been able to gather a

large variety of pottery, Implemen's,
utlnsils, stone and iron weapons, bone

ornaments, ivory, copper, lead, seals.

:Roman coins of the day of Augustus

Caesar and of China, a large number of

coins bearing the names of Gautaml
I

utrt. Satakarni, Vilivayakura ad

Chutukudnanala Inscribed in them. evi

dently pointing to the period of the Sa
tavahana Empire. besides coins of later
date and a host of other little object-.

A closer arid more careful study of

these articles-together with further in
vestigation is sure to furnish us with.a

Sgreat many interesting details about the

life. and of the people who

inhabitated this place at the various

stages. of- human. history,:' "

TOWNSHEND OF CHITRAL
* A TURKISH TRIBUTE

One of the few'w remaining mysteries

of the war is provided by the char

acter and career of General Town
shncd, who was famous as the defen
der of Kut, and who deserved to be
famnous as its conqueror (writes Cap
tain B. H. Liddell Hart in the London

"Daily Telegraph"). Like some of our

very best and very worst command

ers, he was a "theatricai"

personality.

Hence, perhaps, the different estimates

of him, so diverse as to make him a

mystery. Some deemed himnt the hnost

inspiring of leaders. Others said that

he was a pedant in his profession,
and an amateur of all else. Thdi Turks,
who faced him in war, considered him
to be Britain's one great general, and

the intensity of their tdmiration led
them to pay hin an excess of honour

which was to be fatal to his further
history. An irony of history!

The eagerly aw\aited biography of

Townshend, by Erroll Sherson, is dis

appointing in the sense that it falls
to clear up the mystery. For the

general public it may lilt a corner 'of

the curtain, but mnany have already
.a5d a wider glimpse behind the scenes

thlan this alfords. 'The disappoint
nient was perhaps inevitable, for the
author is cousin of his subject, besides

being in the dilicult position of "otul
biographer. As the reader pro

greses the impression grows on him
that the biographer has been discreet

i the choics of diaty extracts for quo

tation, and that his omissions are pet

more signiflcant than his Inclu
sions.

EGOISTICAL "PUS1i"

But if he has omitted to quote dis
agreeable things they haes 'evidently
left ant impression on his -mind, and

seltig a sincere writer he. communi

Scates the Imlnrcssion if not tile quota

ion. Thus, running through the ac

t count of Townshend's achievements in

the Sudan, on the North-West Fron.

tier, and South Africa, is one' vividly

1 coloured thtead-egoistical "puSh."

Eternally
discontented'

with his own

prospects, despite the unusual rapidity
dof his rise, he was no sooner in a

t regiment or post than' he was using
it every effort to get out of it. At its

s best this had the effect that "if le
t saw the faintest chance of a

'scrap'

a in any other part of the world, he
d would at once try to pull wires to
e get himsnlf into.the thick of

it."

.But 't

'o the reader is left in no doubt that, w

brave as Townshend was, the impul- St

d sion was not the ppre desire for a,
l(

scrap, but the hope of distinction anl' bt

5s proinotion. T
d Worthy objects it pursued rightly, e`

Lebut Townshend in his fervent pursuit m

le of them abandoned dignity and mode- B

it ration. "As soon as he obtained one ft
i- appointment by the incessant wire- jt

a pulling among his influential friends, at

he thirsted for a 'Thus lie
I- tired even to his friends and drew in- m
is creasing snubs on his head. Yet it

if must be recognised that Townshend's hi

:h intrigue was' of a frank type-if the

le two terms can be' compatible. He
israther claimed advancement as a right

due to his jability than he 'subtly'plead=
a

, cd' for it as a And the fact
td that, in a profession which dislikes

re"push" more than' any, his campaign h

rsdid not check his career is in itself

a evidence of the genuineness of his
a

C-

claims.
tl

ie The defence of Chitral was of
course 11

n his greatest asset. It brought hima
o

C.B., as well as a brevet, when only y
ata captain. Baut he was too self-as- k

t-
sertive to be a courtier.

For. when

Queen Victoria pinned on his C.B., she

snalso asked Townshend if he did not

rethink the Highlanders -were the finest

assoldiers in the world. Townshend was p

10 rather taken . ack by such a direct I
re

question,
but' managed to murmur ti

er something about his being a Norfolk c
man and having a good appreciation of c

r English soldiers. "And 'then."

.as he v

said, "there was a silence, for the Queen ,
te not a

word
'more,'

and in the i

P, words of Arthur Roberts, 'you might
p

ce have heard a mangle drop
!' "

a

u- CURZON'S' IMPRESSION s

ad ''

y- Even before Chitral he was becom
ve ing known. There is an excellent im

pression of him by Curzon, who visited t
ed Townshend's fort. -

a- Even more vividly, however, than
a

on the inspection of the garrison' do I re- i

'o-

member the night spent with my
besomewhat unusual

hdat. He combined

a8, with an absorbing interest in military

science and an equal familiarity 'with
in the writings of Hamley .Causewitz

aidand
the

strategy
of Hannibal, Marl

borough, and the Emperor .Napoleon,

an interest in the payer side of exist

ence of which Paris'was to him the

inhub and symbol. On the walls of his
mud dwelling were pinned somewhat

daring 'coloured illustrations from

Parisian journals of the lighter type;

and he regaled me through a long
evening with French songs to the

accompaniment of a banjo.

To offset the impression of

Townshend's flamboyance which hir.
nd Sherson's honesty compels him to give,
st, it is necessary that the merit of his
he military achievement should be apre-

preciated. Unfortunately, the bio

to
grapher is not a military critic, and

although he does his best, it is qiues
of

tionable whether the reader will under
on

stand how Townshend came to make
it

so deep an impression on the Turks.
on Again, in discussing the reason why

rs
Townshend stayed in Kut, to ie

tr.
bottled up, this biography does not

ci- bring out the conflict of opinion or the

at pressure upon him from Sir oJhn

Nixon and Sir Percy Cox., Last and

thegreatest of the questions left
-rnsolved

ihois the reason why after his release

a Townshend received no further employ

ley ment or recognition. The book merely
11s, records Townshend's own idea, ai the

of moment, that it was due to the inter
ver of an indiscreet letter of his

in-
to the Austrian Attache before, the
war.

ad ATTITUDE TOWARDS FELLOW

Ith PHISONE4S

ted No other cause is hinted' at, bout the

are story that one has always 'hoard is

at very different. The reason is said to

sitebe that after the release of: our pri

'ip-soners in Turkey,; Townshlend's sub

ing ordinates reported adversely '

on ' his
the cabeless, if not callous attitude tb

lchwards the unhappy lot
oft nis fellowas

theprisoners. It is a pity that the blo

graphy could not explore such a iues
va- tion. For this account' is altways a

little diflicult to reconcile witith the lin

Sdoubted admiration whltichl Townshend

to inspired in many of those who foiught

wra.ith him in Mesopotamlia. Few gene

-oe rals have so caught the imagination of

nce the rank and file.
tee- On the other hand, it perhaps gains

urysome support from such brief extracts

nds as we are vouchsafed from his own
for diary. Mention of his men is usually
Ist- associated with a gratified reflection

Ish-upon his
own

hold over .hem. And

ade although on the surrender of I?Rut he
ina, refused the chance of being sent on

undparole to India, whereacceptalnce would

feetobviously have brought severe critic

- ism, he was hardly In Turkey before

Ie ihe was seeking to go on parole to

he

Spain.
Nor does the book

contain any

evidence that, living in honoured and

o- fairly comfortable captivity, he ehowed

on strong concern with the terrible situ

ation of his men. If this lack Is only

abt-a biographer's omission, it is at least

to unfortunate, in view of the widespread

i. Anature of the criticism.
ple- What is the clue to Townshcnd's
'art- creer and character? Is it that,
this steeped in Napoleonic lore, with

so Napoleon's example ever in his
a thoughts and on his lips, he was a

i5 British Napoleon? Endowed -with a
toneflamboyant but undeniable genius,

l,driven by a supreme egotism, witi the

ro
same magnetic power over

nis
troops,

m-
did lie likewise have the same disre

:ad ard of his tools once they
coul'.

no

vi-
longer serve his Purpose? The Judg

it may be too clh'ar-cutl, yet it fits
aterin remia'rkably with thie unkinowlt ele

ments.
'Vs

must still await the real
r ofbiography of Tow'nshend, and the

solu

In- tion of the mystery.

the RING UP "THE EXAMINER" andwho"COURIER" Offices If
Requira

I-o-s

rnt-ing. of any: descriptlon.

EX-CROWN PRINCE

A FIGURE OF TRAGEDY

A mad motorist, a student of both

the cla.
.lcs

and modern politics, a man

whose slightest move is recorded with

suitable embellishments by the Repub

lican press, a great hater of France,

but an imitator of all things English.

This was the rough pen picture of the

ex-Crown Prince of Germany,given to

me (writes a correspondent of "The

Morning Post").by one of.his intimate

friends an Englishman who hds
just returned from Germany after an

absence of some 17 years. "Whatever

his, faults, and they are, doubt,

I.was told, "he is undoubtedly a

figure of tragedy to-day. A man who

has spent the whole of his impression
able years expecting to rule a vast Em

pire, suddenly and without warning
turned into a very or:'nary citizen, but

a citizen whose 'every move is watched,

and whose every slip is blazoned to the

world 'by his enemies as propaganda,
not so much against himself as against

his family. He is undoubtedly high-brow
in his tastes. His taste in literature

alone, shows this, added to which ho has
the utmost abhorrence of revues and

light dramas,
honest'

: preferring
opera or'the heavier types of play. And

yet:his main recreation is driving at 170

kilometres an hour In his sports car!

MINIATURE COURT

"He:lives in a Tudor-style house in

Potsdam, furnished by a
well-known.

London firm, and maintains a minia

ture court there with the Crown Prin

cess ah -his five children. The court

conslsts"of two equerries and four ser

vants. Here, in a study ornam nted

with models of British soldiers, of var

lous regiments, he reads by. the hour,
particularly books by English statesmen

such as the late. Lord Curzon, the Earl

Of-Birkenhead..and especially Mr. Win
ston Churchilllto whom, incidentally,.

he sent his regards by my informant,
He was always snubbed by his father,
and will. always tell you that he told
the Kalsef, when war was first
of that England would surely comp ini

against them. One of the most interest

ing things he told me was about the H1al.

ser and the late King' Edwards. One
night after dinner King Edward took

him to one side, and told him that it

was essential for the peace of Europe
that he should have a.few con

versation with the Kaiser alone. The
Crown Prince persuaded Prince Eltel

Fritz, who was the only other person

present, to walk out with him. The

Kaiser, however, was not to he caught,

and promptly followed.them and order

ec them back again, declaring, that he
would not be left alone with the King."

The statd
:

of the German Army
at the end of the war was illustrated

by the Crown. Prince, who declared
that at Verdun his nren, had no boots,
an werei living on potatoes. His own

poverty in Holland he s ab

solute. He had at one time been forced
to sell his clothes. The completeness of

his'fall from his high estate is empha

sised by the following story. One night,

about a month ago, the Crown Prince
and Crown Princess came out of the
opera into pouring rain. The cars of

ordinary citizens were pdrked in a side

street some distance away, and not

allowed to draw up at the doors. The
two ex-Royalists had to stand to one

si' while the privileged Frau Strese
mann entered her car at the door, and

then. walk through the downpour to
their own car some distance away. "He,

I was told, "took it as a Joke,
and.seems, outwardly at least, to have
become quite reconciled. The Crown
.Princess, however, wilt never get used

to it. She will always feealRoy aend

deeply resents this sort of
thing." In

many ways a novel view of the Crown
Prince through English eyes, coloured,

perhaps, by friendship, but nevertheless

Interesting view of- the "Little Wil
lie,"

now a grey-haired man' approach

ing fifty, whose neck and chin meant

so much to the English caricaturist. -A
"private"

citizen in all but privacy.

whose
"high-brow"

tendencies would

seem to be counterbalanced by the
speed mania, which Is ih harmony with

.the accepted British. cnception of the
man.

WE ARE'Prlnters of All Descriptibns

of Notepaper, Visiting Cards, Etc
Printing of any descriptiont.

AMUSEMENTS

DANCE AT ROYAIs

.~A dance w~il be held at: the Royale

to-night, When a snainland judge will

give, a decision on the fox trot, which

will-be an open event. Dancers are

invited. - -

PRINCESS THEATRE
'Nat Hanley's specialty is the piano,

but every now and then he patters out

ehtfrtalhbig 'things, until you feel it's

the pepper on a really tasty dish. He

is full of life and his act sparkles In
a most amusing style. Ho sings the

very latest song hits. Ho plays the
piano in a dozen different ways. He is
a comedian well known and warmly
welcomed all over Australia. He las
headed many revue companies in the

big cities and for a change he is tour

ing Union Theatre circuits as a sole en

tertainer, and now appears at the
Princess. "Ba.u Broadway"

is the title
of the chief film attraction in which

Lew Cody is featured as a boxing pro

moter. Comedy and the introduction of

Jim Jeffries, ex-heavyweight champlon

of the world, make this a fine feature.

HRex Bell, the new screen cowboy, mak

ing his debut in "Wild West Romance,"

is now firmly established in favour.
Plans are now on view at both Find

lays and the Princess.

'MAJESTIC THEATRE
Miss Nancy Carroll, the heroine of

"The Water Hole,"

now at the Majes

tic, does not wear the trappillngs of a

cow-girl or frontier belie. Instead she

takes the part of a society girl, with

all of thq wardrobe that an unlimited

iocket-bookl can supply. "The Water
Hole,"

starring Jack Iolt, is a

sophisticated story of modern life, with

much of the actionl centring around a

fashionable home in a big eastern city.

The thrills of action in the far West

are not lacking, however. The spirit

of Zane popular story is cap
tured with remarkable fidelity in this

production. One of the largest news

paper presses west of the Mississippi

River was used for climaxing scenes in

"Freedom of the Press," Universal's
dramatic story of a daily paper's fight

against the under-world. This picture,
with Lewis Stone in the starring role,
is the current attraction at the Majestic

Theatre. George Melford directed the

film from a story by Peter B. Kyne.

Included in the supporting company are

Marceline Day, Malcolm McGregor,

Henry B. Walthall, Robert Emmett

O'Connor, Thomas Ricketts, Hayden

Stevenson, Robert Ellis, Boris Baronoff,
Morgan Thorpe, and Wilson Benge.

The power of the daily paper in set

ting truth before the public is

graphically pictured in Universal'Ps
story. Topical and comedy pictures

complete a delightful programme.

SUBMARINE ARTIST

ARTIST AT BOTTOM OF THE SEA

A dead calf has peculiar uses, from
its feet which become jelly to its pelt

which helps to make a coat, but surely
the most curious is its application to
art. Instead of using the more prosalo

canvas, Zarh Pritchard, a painter who

specialises in the unusual, stretches a

calf skin over his frame, and this
forms a perfect foundation for thick
oils. This artist comes of a well

known Anglo-Indian military family,
and was born in Madras. People, con

fused by his unusual name of Zarh,
often wonder what his nationality
really is. But the explanation is that
the artist, whose real name is Walter
HI. Pritchard, in. order to distinguish
himself from others of that name, ad

opted the ancient Persian name of Zarh
(says "Johri London's Weekly").

Mr. Pritchard is not even content

to remain on 'try land to do his paint

ing, but mi descend to the bottom
of the sea 1 scarch of subjects. As
a boy he lIved in'

Scotland, where the
beauties of the became known
to him, and he used to go on diving

and swimming expeditions oft the

coast.
A GLASS-BOTTOMED BOAT

The actual possibility of putting
these submarine beauties on canvas

did not occur to him until many years

later. "During a visit to California
Robert Cameron Rogers, the composer

of the poem, "The Rosary," took the

young artist aboard one of the world

famous glass-bottomed boats in Cata

lona Bay. It was then that Mr. Pr;t

chard understood the amazing scope

offered to a brave, and skilful artist

at the bottom of the sea. It was
Tahiti that he first donned a diving
suit and descended to a depth of 30
feet below the surface. Having chosen

the scene he wished to paint lie made

a signal to those on the diving barge,
and his easel, canvas, palette, and

brushes were lowered at the end of a

cord. By
'"canvas" is meant the calf

skin, specially prepared with a cover

Iog of- linseed oil. Owing to the cold
and thie weight of water pressing
downwards, the artist had to rise to
the surface at the end of about half
an hour. Often he would leave his

easel, can ias, and palette at the bot
tons of the lagoon, and since there are

no currents among the coral reefs,
thev remained undisturbed until the
following day.

IN THE SOUTH SEAS

•For over 25 years Zarh Pritchard has
concentrated on this remarkable form

of art, and exhibitions of his work have
been held in many countries. Recently
about 50 of his submarine paintings

were exhibited at tile Gleves Gallery
in London. The majority were painted

in either Papara or Maran, Tahiti.
though a few came from the west coast

of Scotland. The Scottish paintings

are the most difficult to execute, since

the currents off the coast make con

tinuous work impossible.
SCRUBBING THE PAINT

On one occasion a number of French
art experts were sceptical of the dur
ability of the paintings and of their
imperviousness to damp. Mr. Prit
chard tells how he converted them.

Taking one of his paintings he rubbed

it in the dust, and having made it
thoroughly dirty, called for a bath of

water and some common soap. He
dipped the painting, rubbed it clean

again with the soap, and restretched it.

He then invited the experts to view it

on the followling day. They found It
none the worse for this harsh treat
ment.

Figure 7 Newspaper example 
 in 1928 (has an unusual design) 

Figure 8 Search and visualization  
of the public meeting corpus. 
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